
Mik-Matrix Demo Program Operation Manual. 
*** News Flash – See Appendix – A    

Ver 2 released *** 
 
Creating Messages: 
 
Messages are created by adding to the message to DATA statements found at beginning of the program.   
A message is made up of three parts contained in three separate DATA lines.  The first line is the 
Message itself and must be enclosed in quotes.   The second line contains the coloring information for 
the Message, and the third line indicates if the Message should be padded with spaces. The space 
padding helps the message to scroll on and off the display, without padding the beginning of the 
message would just suddenly appear on the whole display and just stop when the last character was 
fully on the display.    
 
Available color settings: (case sensitive) 
 
 R  =  RED 
 r   =  RED (Flashing) 
 G = GREEN 
 g  = GREEN (Flashing) 
 Y = YELLOW 
 y  = YELLOW (Flashing) 
 M = Mixed, the color of each character is different.  Cycles Y, R, G with random start color for 
  each message. 
 m = Mixed, (Flashing). 
 S = Striped, each column of a character is a different color.  Cycles Y, R, G with random start  
  color for each message. 
 s = Striped, (Flashing). 
 
 
DATA “This is a test of Your Message!” 
DATA “R    G  Y      R  M    YS“ 
DATA “B” 
 
Coloring may be a single entry for the entire Message or each individual character may be have its own 
separate color assignment.  Also color changes may be assigned for groups of characters.  Color 
choices remain in effect until the end of the message or until you change it.  Each message must have 
at least one color assignment at the beginning.   The above example will display  ”This”  in 
RED,  ”is” in GREEN,  ”a test”  in YELLOW,  ”of”  in RED, “Your”  in  
alternating color letters,  “M”  in YELLOW, and “essage!” with striped letters. To look 
something like the following (it is hard to emulate STRIPED but you get the idea). 
 



Padding Options: 
 
 B = Both, Spaces are added to the beginning and the end of the Message. (Recommended). 
 L = Left, Spaces are added only to the beginning (left side) of the Message string. 
 R = Right, Spaces are added only to the end (right side) of the Message string. 
 
      NOTE!! The number of spaces padded is based on the number of LED modules used 

 
End of Messages 
 
The program needs to be told when the message DATA is complete (the Mik-Matrix will then restart at 
the first message DATA statement (in a continuous loop), add the following command to specify the 
last message DATA string/command. Only one `end messages’ command can be present in the 
program. 

 
@end messages@ 
 
End of the messages indicator.    
 
 DATA “@end messages@” 
 
Only one @end messages@ is allowed. 

 
Special Command Messages 
 
There are several built in special commands that simplify the display of special features, such as time 
or temperature etc. 
These special commands still require the color and padding DATA lines but the difference from a text 
string message is the color data line defines the entire special message command. i.e. you can’t change 
the color mid-message. 
 
A typical example is as follows: 
 
DATA @xmas$ 
DATA “R“     (No further color change allowed) 
DATA “B” 
 
 

@xmas$ 
 
Displays the number of Days, Hours & Minutes until Christmas day.  On Christmas day it will display 
“Merry Christmas!”. 
   
 e.g.  Only 35 days, 4 hours, 27 minutes 'til Christmas! 



@xmas2$ 
 
Displays the number of Days until Christmas day.  On Christmas day it will display “Merry 
Christmas!”. 
   
 e.g.  Only 36 days 'til Christmas! 
 
 
@newyear$ 
 
Displays the number of Days, Hours, Minutes until New Years day.  On New Years day it will display 
“Happy New Year!”. 
 
 e.g.  Only 229 days, 15 hours, 5 minutes until the New Year! 
 
 
@newyear2$ 
 
Displays the number of Days until New Years day.  On New Years  day it will display “Happy New 
Year!”. 
 
 e.g.  Only 230 days until the New Year! 
 
 
@datetime$  <options> 
 
Displays various time and date information based on the options selected.  You may use the options in 
any order you wish.   
 
The order of the options is the order of the date and time values 
returned and may include: 
 
   M - Month (January, February,...) 
       m - month (Jan, Feb,...) 
       D - Day of the month 
       W - day of the Week (Monday, Tuesday,...) 
       w - day of the week (Mon, Tue,...) 
       Y - Year  (2015, 2016,...) 
       T - Time in AM/PM format  (12:47PM,  9:15AM) 
       Blank will return MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM 
 
                Note:  CASE MATTERS for M, m and W, w  will return slightly different results 
 
 
  



@temp$  <options> 
 
   Options  Result 
           F     Currently 75.8 
   C     Currently 24.3 
   f     Currently 75.8F 
   c     Currently 24.3C 
   df or dF   Currently 75.2°F 
   dc or dC   Currently 24.3°C 
   FC   Currently 75.8/25.6 
   CF   Currently 24.3/75.8 
   fc    Currently 75.8F/24.3C 
   cf    Currently 24.3C/75.8F 
   dFdC or dfdc  Currently 75.8°F/25.6°C 
   dCdF or dcdf  Currently 25.6°C/75.8°F 
    
 

Keyboard Commands: 
 
Whilst the program is running the following keyboard commands can be entered via the console serial 
port. (e.g. using TeraTerm etc.). 
 
 

< or .    Decrease scroll speed 
> or ,    Increases scroll speed 
[ or {    Decrease brightness level  (minimum  value 0) 
] or }    Increase brightness level  (maximum value 15) 
- or _    Increase FLASH rate delay  (maximum value 8) 

                          (Do not use keypad '-' key) 
= or +    Decrease FLASH rate delay  (minimum  value 2) 

                            (Do not use keypad '+' key) 
C or c      Run initial Setup       NOTE!  Requires a program restart 
Q or q   Shutdown display / End Program 
S or s    Save settings to flash memory 

 
  



A Simplistic Overview Of How It Works: 
 

– Messages are loaded from the data statements and stored into an array 
– Message coloring letters are converted to numerical values 
– Padding spaces are added based on the total length of the display in order to make the message 

scroll cleanly on and off the display 
– When a message is to be displayed, it is checked to see if it is a special command type message. 

If so, the appropriate routines are called to build the actual message that will be displayed. 
– Each character of a message is converted into a series of bytes based on the font data then 

stored in an array. Along with each byte of font data, color information for the byte is stored 
into another array.  * This is what makes a proportional font so easy to use and so hard. 

– Using a series of pointers, any position within the arrays may be displayed.  The color 
information is used to first determine how the data will be actually be written to the 7219 chips. 
– For Red,  the Green data byte is zero and the Red data byte is our font byte 
– For Green, the Green data byte is our font byte to display and the Red byte is zero 
– For Yellow, Both Green and Red bytes are the same font byte. 

–  It takes eight passes to write to all the columns.  You must program one column at a time across 
all the modules which make up the display.  It is best to start with column 8 and progress down 
to column 1.  This will help reduce of the characters “squashing” as they scroll.  After all the 
data is sent to all the column 8's then the LOAD line is pulsed to activate the data.  Then all the 
column 7s are programmed and so on. 

– For the message to “move” we simply increment the proper pointers and display the data again 
using a different start position in the arrays. 

– After the message has completely scrolled through we repeat the process for the next message 
 
When creating the color Yellow, we cannot simply turn on both the Green and Red LEDs.  That would 
produce Yellow, however it would also create interference patterns.  The two 7219 chips on the Mik-
Matrix modules are both scanning the row pins of the same LED module at the same time and the 
result is unwanted interference.   To prevent this interference, it is necessary to alternate between 
turning the Green and Red 7219 chip ON and OFF.    This ON and OFF procedure needs to be done in 
between the regular data writes and also must be done every 10ms or less.   Wait longer than 10ms and 
the LEDs will blink.  When not updating the LEDs, an interrupt routine is a good way to handle the 
switching process.  However, the interrupt routine must be disabled during regular data writes or the 
display will get out of sync and corrupted. 
 
 

NEWS Flash!!!  
 
Curtis has gone and taught himself C coding and has been able to get some VERY professional results. 
There is now a version of the Mik-Matrix Demo program that incorporates CFunctions to improve 
speed, smooth scrolling and special effects.  
 

Details are in    APPENDIX A  



APPENDIX A 
 
 

 

Version 2 -  What has changed? 
 
 

Version 2 has brought several major improvements, ranging from increased performance to added 
features. A couple of sections of the program have been converted to CSubs to smooth out the scrolling 
and improve overall performance.   Key data arrays are now handled much more efficiently which frees 
up memory.  Two new features were added:  the “Twinkle” effect and a scroll pause.  The Flashing 
(blinking) text effect has been updated to be less affected by the scrolling speed. 
 

Available color settings: (case sensitive) 
 
 R = RED 
 r =  RED (Flashing) 
 G = GREEN 
 g =  GREEN (Flashing) 
 Y = YELLOW 
 y =  YELLOW (Flashing) 
 M = Mixed, the color of each character is different. Cycles Y, R, G with random start color for 
  each message. 
 m = Mixed, (Flashing). 
 S = Striped, each column of a character is a different color. Cycles Y, R, G with random start 
  color for each message. 
 s =   Striped, (Flashing) 
 T = Twinkle,   All dots of a character randomly change colour 
 t =  Twinkle (Flashing) 
 
 
First the added features.    
 
Twinkle: 
 
Twinkle is a visual effect which randomly changes colours of individual dots within a scrolling 
message, creating a visually pleasing sparkle (hence the term Twinkle).  
Twinkle is treated as a colour choice and is selected by using “T” to indicate the characters to twinkle 
or use “t” to have the character twinkle and flash on and off.   
 
  



Pause Scroll: 
 
The second added feature is the Pause Scroll feature.   It is now possible to have a scrolling message 
pause scrolling at an indicated point and remain paused for 1 to 9 seconds or, alternatively, can produce 
a “typewriter” effect with a series 125ms pauses.  The flashing of characters and the twinkle effect will 
continue during the pause.   Be aware, due to the proportional font used, the exact positioning of the 
pause on the display is not possible to determine easilly.  However, with a little creative positioning of 
the pause indicator and some added spaces to your message, you can usually achieve the desired result. 
 
Implementing Pause Scroll meant adding an extra line to a message string (see below for more detail). 
 
The array handling in the original version was a small problem which became a big problem when the 
CSubs were added.   The displays work with bytes of data which are stored in arrays with one byte per 
element.  Unfortunately each element uses eight bytes of memory.  We could mathematically combine 
the bytes and mathematically separate them again but that is not very time efficient.  Plus there are 
problems with MMBasic treating bytes as being signed.   This new version uses eight byte integer 
arrays and pokes our individual bytes directly into the memory space of the array.  This makes the data 
arrays very efficient, however great care must be taken to not go outside the size limits of the arrays or 
you could corrupt other data. 
 
 
CSubs: 
 
The last and biggest change is the use of Csubs themselves.  The original version is impressive for what 
it accomplishes using pure MMBasic, however it could be better.   By converting a couple key sections 
of the program from MMBasic to C, performance was greatly improved.   Scrolling is now very 
smooth and more Mik-Matrix modules may be connected together to make a massive display. 
 
There are two main CSubs used and they are nearly a one for one translation of the original MMBasic 
routines.  MikMatrix  outputs the data to the proper Red or Green LEDs as indicated by data in several 
variables.  ColorToggle  switches between the Red and Green LEDs which is how Yellow is produced. 
  
 
 
The ColorToggle CSub 
 
 Parameters: -  The number of modules being used (MaxLEDs) 
   -  The pin number of the LOAD line (PLOAD) 
   -  Flag variable to track the colour switching (toggle).   
 
ColorToggle alternately enables and disables the Red and Green LEDs based on the value of toggle.  A 
value of 1 will enable the Green LEDs and disable the Red LEDs.  A value of -1 will disable the Green 
LEDs and enable the Red LEDs.   When all of the modules have been sent their programming 
instructions, the LOAD line (PLOAD) is pulsed to activate the programming.  Then the value of toggle 
is updated before returning to MMBasic. 
 
  



The MikMatrix CSub 
 
 Parameters: -  Number of modules being used  -  MaxLEDs 
   -  Pointer value of where to start displaying data from the arrays -  Cptr 
   -  An array of bytes to be displayed MsgData()  
   -  An array of bytes used for display attributes -  ColorData() 
   -  Flag variable for controlling flashing characters  -  FlashCtrl 
   -  Pin number of the LOAD line  -  PLOAD   
   -  Flag variable to track the colour switches  -   toggle 
   -  An array of bytes used to create theTwinkle effect   -  Masks() 
 
The MikMatrix CSub is what actually outputs the data to the Mik-Matrix modules using the listed 
parameters.  MiKMatrix will only work on SPI1 and automatically configures itself based on the 
processor type.  All the variables are defined as Integer within MMBasic.  These integer values are 
eight bytes long per variable or array element which can waste memory easily.  To save memory the 
MMBasic code packs individual data bytes into the data arrays by sequentially poking the values into 
the array's memory space.  When the CSub receives the arrays it is able to treat the MMBasic arrays as 
unsigned character arrays and access the data on a single byte basis.  MsgData() is the array which 
contains the bytes of data for the characters to be displayed.  ColorData()  defines how the MsgData() 
byte will be displayed by indicating colour, if the byte will  flash and if the byte will twinkle (see the 
MMBasic comments for list of definitions).  FlashCtrl is a flag to indicate if some bytes should be 
zeroed (blanked) on the current update cycle to produce a flashing text effect. If FlashCtrl equals 1 then 
the byte is displayed, if the value is 0 then the byte is not displayed.   Masks() contains 128  pairs of 
bytes  plus a pointer value for producing the twinkle effect (see description below).   The toggle 
variable is for switching between Red and Green.  The PLOAD variable is the pin number for the 
LOAD line used to activate the data which was sent out to the Mik-Matrix modules. 
 
 
How “Twinkle” Works 
 
Normal character generation is done by sending a byte pattern the Mik-Matrix module.  To produce 
Red or Green we send the byte pattern only to one of the two MAX7219 chips on the Mik-Matrix 
module and send a zero byte to the other.  Yellow is produced by sending the same byte to both 
MAX7219 chips. To produce a mixture of colours, it is necessary to send different byte patterns to the 
two MAX7219 but maintain the overall original byte pattern when displayed.  I wanted to avoid 
sequential patterns, so I opted for random bit masks to turn basically yellow into random patterns of 
red, green and yellow.  The "Twinkle" effect is an array of 128 sets of random mask pairs generated at 
program startup.  Two bytes are generated following a simple rule.  Random bits are set or cleared 
using two separate bytes and the same bit may be on in both bytes but both bits must not be off in both 
bytes.  These two bytes are then used by ANDing them against the original display byte. This produces 
unique Red and Green bytes which are then sent to the Mik-Matrix modules. 128 pairs of the these 
masks are generated and just before the MikMatrix CSub is called a random start pointer is generated 
for the array (must be an even value) and written to the 257th byte of the array.  The array is then passed 
to the CSub where the 8 byte integer array is accessed as if it were an array of single byte values and 
the 257th byte tells the CSub where to start reading from the array during the current display update.  It 
might all be pseudo random, but it is randomly so.  :-) 
 
 



The NEW Message string format: 
 
As mentioned earlier a Message string now contains 4 lines of information for each message. 
 
 Line 1 is the actual TEXT you want to display. 
 Line 2 is the position of the COLOUR changes to the line above it 
 Line 3 is the New Pause section, as mentioned it will need a bit of hit and miss to get it right. 
 Line 4 is the Padding byte for whether a message adds spaces to the start and end to scroll on 
dss                   and off the message area.  
 
   DATA "Your message goes here" <----  Your Message 

DATA "Y    G       r    S"    <----  Message coloring 
DATA "             3    4"    <----  Pause Scrolling 
DATA "B"                      <----  Padding 'B' is strongly  
          Recommended 
 
 

The New Demo program ZIP file contains two files:  
 

1. The Complete version with all comments to allow easy changes to your message.  
(Note this is too large to load into a 28Pin MicroMite – Use the crunched version) 
 

2. The second file is the `crunched’ version with all comments removed to save on code space. 


